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A Message from The founder
and Ceo
One of the biggest, most intelligent animals on the planet is facing extinction within our
lifetime.
90% of the world’s Asian elephants have been wiped out in the past 100 years. Their habitat
is disappearing, reduced to islands of green, too small to support them. Only our
determination stands between them and extinction. Thanks entirely to your support,
Elephant Family has doubled the amount of money going into Asian elephant conservation,
and invested it with pin point precision - protecting and reconnecting Asia’s most important
forests. And it’s working.
2011 saw Elephant Family expand our work across elephant landscapes from India to
Indonesia. From securing and safeguarding a vital elephant corridor in Kerala, to reclaiming
over 4,000 hectares of National Park in Sumatra, the successes have been significant
conservation milestones. At the same time, Elephant Family has successfully averted
human deaths and damage to crops and property caused by stressed and hungry herds.
Whilst completing the enormous task we face across Asia, we have continued our mission
to educate, inspire and engage those at home. Following on from the hugely successful
Elephant Parade, we launched Elephant Family’s own event, ‘Jungle City’. Through it, we
engaged with over five million people from schoolchildren to businessmen, through a city
wide display of 130 brightly painted elephants, crocodiles, orangutans, tigers and hornbills,
whilst raising funds for our projects in Asia.
None of this would have been achievable without our talented team, who have worked with
a passion and dedication that comes from a sense of urgency and belief in what we are doing.
Finally, we owe elephantine thanks to every single one of our heroic supporters, donors, volunteers and friends. This past year wouldn’t have been possible without your loyal support.
Thank you.
Huge progress has been made, but sadly we still have much to do to ensure the future
survival of this iconic animal. We have 10 years to reconnect the remaining forest fragments
and to save the elephants, and the wildlife that shares their habitat. We will not stop until
this is done.

Ruth Powys - Chief Executive

Mark Shand - Co-founder

GOALS & STRATEGIES
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CONSERVATION SUCCESS

ONE

Groundbreaking report shedding light on
the illegal ivory trade in China

Cases of conflict between elephants and local
people prevented since 2009, benefitting 1,200
households
Sumatra, Indonesia

329

Accidents involving
elephants prevented on railways
Assam, India

4,000

Hectares of national park reclaimed
Sumatra, Indonesia

4

Endangered elephants fitted with state of the
art satellite collars to track their movements
Borneo, Malaysia

24

New water sources provided for
elephants
Orissa, India

550

ONE

2,200 acre vital elephant corridor
saved
Kerala, India

432,000

Pounds invested directly in conservation
projects across Asia

100

New village committees created to stop
elephant poaching
Orissa, India

155,704
Text messages to warn villagers about
nearby elephants
Valparai Plateau, India
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Making their plight known
Saving elephants means thinking differently
Elephant Family believes in creative conservation. We believe
in innovative and inspired campaigns that motivate and drive
conservation forward.
As part of that commitment, we launched ‘Jungle City’ in the summer
of 2011. A dazzling array of 130 brightly painted elephants, crocodiles,
orangutans, tigers and hornbills set up home in Edinburgh, engaging
millions, and raising funds for Elephant Family’s vital work across Asia.

“Jungle City is a unique and vital initiative that not
only highlights the plight of the asian elephant, but
other endangered species that share its habitat. We
must work together to save the world’s forests and
the animals that live in them.”.
Michael Palin
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Lobbying Governments and
Companies
Campaigning for change
The survival of the Asian elephant depends on governments and
companies across the world. In an increasingly interconnected age,
they have a monumental impact on the most fragile of habitats.
Throughout 2011 Elephant Family relentlessly lobbied governments
and companies on the biggest of threats to wildlife survival - including
campaigning against the destruction of elephant habitat to make way
for palm oil; the electrocution of elephants by low-hanging power-lines;
and the illegal trade in live wild-caught elephants.

SPOTLIGHT ON CAMPAIGNING
Unsustainable palm oil production is a massive threat to the Asian
elephant.

THE PROBLEM

OUR SUCCESS

Palm oil is a key ingredient in
hundreds of supermarket products,
from chocolate, to margarine and
cream cheese. As the demand for palm
oil increases, forest is being cleared to
make way for plantations, tearing into
the heart of elephant habitat and
forcing distressed Asian elephants out
of the forests and into struggles with
local communities.

Elephant Family was a driving force
behind the Clear Labels, Not
Forests campaign, calling for the
labeling of specific vegetable oils on
food products, so that palm oil is no
longer a ‘hidden’ ingredient.

• A rising global demand for palm oil
has led to the destruction of forest
habitat across South East Asia
• Asian elephants, orangutans, tigers
and rhinos are losing their forest
homes to palm oil plantations, and
being pushed closer to extinction

In November 2011 the European Union
adopted a new law requiring the
labeling of vegetable oils on all food
products. This will come into force in
2015, enabling shoppers to make
informed choices about what they buy,
pushing retailers and food
manufacturers to play their role by
moving to sustainable palm oil.

• Clear labelling of palm oil on food
products will allow shoppers to
make choices about what they buy

forest is being cleared to make way for plantations,
tearing into the heart of elephant habitat and forcing
distressed elephants out of the forests and into
struggles with local communities.

Conservation Partnerships
Our work in the field
2011 saw Elephant Family working across elephant landscapes from
India to Indonesia, with a range of leading conservation partners.
From securing and safeguarding an elephant corridor in Kerala,
to reclaiming over 4000 hectares of National Park in Sumatra, the
successes have been significant conservation milestones.
At the same time, Elephant Family has continued in its vital community
work - successfully reducing the ongoing struggle between villagers
and elephants as they are increasingly forced to share the same
space.
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Saving an Elephant Corridor
Kerala, India
Corridors are forest pathways that elephants use, taking them from one food
source to another. As villages, railways, mines and industries explode across
India, these familiar jungle routes are being carved up, leaving elephants
stranded, isolated and more vulnerable than ever before.

THE PROBLEM

OUR SUCCESS

The Tirunelli-Kudrakote corridor
in Kerala is home to 6,500 Asian
elephants – the largest herd of wild
elephants on the planet. This area is a
biodiversity hotspot. Elephants living
here share their forest homes with many
other animals including leopards, tigers,
gaur and sambar.

We worked with the Wildlife Trust of
India to secure this vital strip of land,
protect the elephants passing through it
and help local villagers build a safer life
outside the danger zone.

However the corridor was also home to
54 families who were living and farming
there. The villagers were losing crops,
and facing daily dangerous encounters
with hungry, confused and distressed
elephants.
If the villages had grown any bigger,
they have could split the corridor in two,
separating herds of elephants from one
another permanently.

We successfully resettled four
communities to brand new safe homes
where they are now able to grow crops
and live peacefully without the fear of
encountering wild elephants.
The final step is to secure protected
status for the Tirunelli-Kudrakote
corridor, to ensure that Asian elephants
and all the other animals here can
safely reach feeding grounds for many
years to come.

“Now we are sleeping safely
without the fear of elephants.”
Lakshmi Amma, one of the resettled villagers.

Saving lives
ValparAi Plateau, India
The 220km² Valparai Plateau in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu is a mosaic of forest
and plantations – tea, coffee, eucalyptus, and cardamom – with elephants continuously
passing through.
Whilst elephants and people generally go about their business with mutual respect and
tolerance, a chance encounter with a startled elephant can prove fatal, and the loss of
human life has led to increasing fear and anger amongst local residents.

THE PROBLEM
Between 1994 and 2012, 38 people died
in encounters with elephants. These deaths
were mainly due to a lack of information
about elephant movements.

other useful landmarks that could be used
to avoid the elephants. The message is
then spread throughout the area and the
local television station scrolls the information
across screens.

OUR SUCCESS

As well as the text messaging, early warning
lights have been set up in prominent
locations. These red lights flash at regular
intervals to warn people when elephants are
moving through. Twenty of these lights have
now been installed, and have been activated
remotely on 439 occasions. A five minute
documentary was screened on television to
make people aware of the lights and how
they work.

When elephants are spotted near the
villages, they are monitored by a team of
conservation experts. Text messages are
then sent to people living within 2km of the
elephants, warning them and letting them
know which areas to avoid after dark.
Last year over 155,000 warning text
messages were sent to 2,400 contacts,
including workers, watchmen, security
guards, news reporters and the Forest
Department. The information is sent in
English and Tamil and includes the name
of the plantation, the field number and any

By working with local community groups,
we have worked to improve perceptions of
elephants so that they can live alongside
one another. The success in Valparai has
led to a great deal of interest across India,
where it is hoped this groundbreaking work
can be replicated, saving more lives and
protecting more elephants.
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By alerting villagers to elephant movements
and training people how to behave around
them, we are saving lives and reducing
the growing animosity between elephants
and people. Together with the Nature
Conservation Foundation, we are using new
technology to protect villages and people.

Tracking elephants
sabah, malaysia
The Bornean elephant is the world’s rarest elephant, with an estimated population of
between 1,200 and 1,500. The Lower Kinabatangan in Sabah is one of their four most
important ranges.

THE PROBLEM
As the Bornean elephant population grows
– doubling over the past twelve years –
their habitat is shrinking at just as dramatic
a rate. If we are to save their landscape,
we need to know where they are roaming
and what land they need to survive.
Very little is known about Bornean elephant
biology, and without this knowledge, our
power to protect them is compromised.

OUR SUCCESS
Five elephants – Aqeela, Jasmin, Putut,
Liun and Gading – were fitted with state of
the art satellite collars by our Danau Girang
Field Centre partners.
Throughout 2011, 20 year-old Aqeela’s
collar provided 24 GPS locations a day,
building up a phenomenal picture of her
movements throughout the year.
The vital information this and other collars
provide, is giving much needed evidence

of the habitat they need to survive. It has
shed light on the range the elephants cover
– with the females moving across almost
the entire length and width of the Lower
Kinabatangan.
In order to ensure the future survival of
the Bornean elephant, we need to learn
more about their genetic make-up, mating
behaviours and reproduction. Elephant
Family’s field officer, Farina is undertaking
this much needed research. She is
developing a genetic census for the local
elephant population that can be rolled out
across the rest of the country. In 2011, this
research pointed to high levels of elephant
inbreeding, and the need for greater gene
flow across the elephant populations.
The work across Sabah, with the Danau
Girang Field Centre, Hutan and the Sabah
Wildlife Department is crucial to the
ongoing survival of the Bornean elephant.

“I am hoping that my involvement in conserving
wildlife in my own country will motivate young
people to get involved in conservation.”
Farina Othman, Elephant Family, Borneo (pictured)

Saving elephants
Western thailand
At least one third of the 3,000 wild elephants left in Thailand are found in the Western
Forest Complex, which covers 18,000km² and includes 11 national parks, 6 wildlife
sanctuaries and a World Heritage Site.

THE PROBLEM
Farms, villages, and new developments are
cutting off three protected elephant habitats
from the rest of the landscape. If habitat
loss continues at the current rate, it won’t
be long before they become completely
isolated, trapping the 150-175 elephants
within it.
With the loss of their forest, elephants
have also begun feeding on crops and
farmland, creating a tension that had not
previously been there. We have a window of
opportunity to reverse the damage done and
keep the forest habitat connected.

OUR SUCCESS
A team of researchers surveyed over
242km, tracking wild elephant movements,
looking at key crossing points and
interviewing local farmers and villagers. This
has enabled them to identify areas that
elephants are regularly using - so the land
can then be protected.

As well as the elephants, the Elephant
Conservation Network researchers
found evidence of tigers, bears, jackals
and deer. There were notable human
threats from hunting, logging and cattle
grazing. As a result of the research, clear
recommendations were made to the Thai
Department of National Parks. These have
resulted in more rangers for the park, and
more frequent patrols.
Far from being an obstacle to the wildlife,
it was felt that the families living within the
habitat were the conservation guardians of
the area, with a shared sense of ownership
amongst them. The local villagers are
now engaged in conservation activities,
and have recruited a community leader to
monitor elephants. Classes on elephant
conservation have been carried out in
primary and secondary schools, with local
headteachers agreeing to this being part
of the school curriculum in the future. It is
hoped this will create the next generation of
conservationists.

We have a window of opportunity to reverse
the damage done and keep the forest habitat
connected.

Our Partners – Danau Girang Field Centre (Malaysia), Elephant Conservation Network (Thailand), Golden Trian
Veterinary Society for Sumatran Wildlife Conservation (Indonesia), Wildlife Protection Society of India, Wildlife T

PROJECTS ACROSS ASIA

ngle Asian Elephant Foundation (Thailand), Hutan (Malaysia), Nature Conservation Foundation (India),
Trust of India

Grow the conservation
movement
Changing attitudes, behaviour and the future
Across Asia, Elephant Family is engaging communities in activities
that complement existing conservation projects, and creating positive
change. Meanwhile in the UK, we are inspiring the next generation,
running a schools outreach programme across the country. In 2011,
schools across Scotland took part in Jungle City, learning about
conservation in the most imaginative way possible.

Fundraising
To deliver our ambitious programme, we need to raise millions
Elephant Family continued to develop fundraising capacity throughout
2011, enabling us to secure the money needed to fuel our conservation
work in Asia.
From building successful corporate partnerships with leading
companies like Love Brand & Co, Taj Hotel Group, and Pink Elephant
Rosé, to expanding our range of ‘challenge events’, and auctioning
our Jungle City sculptures, our fundraising expertise continued to
grow. The year wouldn’t have been complete without a fundraiser
celebrating the 50th birthday of our founding elephant, Tara - the
inspiration behind the charity.

2011
Income
Thanks to the continued generosity of our supporters and funders, we
raised £1.3 million and spent a total of £1.8 million to help save the Asian
elephant from extinction.

Grants and foundations - 9%
General donations - 22%
Merchandise - 13%
Corporate - 18%

Art Sales - 51%

51% of our income this year

Came from Jungle City Sculpture sales
We are extremely grateful to all those who supported us in this way

2011
expenditure
This is how we allocated our resources:

Goal 1:
Making the plight of the
Asian elephant known - 22%
Goal 2:
Lobbying governments and
corporations - 14%
Goal 3:
Conservation Partnerships - 29%
Goal 4:
Education, training and
research - 15%

Audited by Saffrey Champness. For more information on Elephant Family
accounts for 2011, please visit the Charity Commission website.
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Goal 5:
Fundraising - 19%
Administration - 1%

Thank You
Trusts and Foundations
Dublin Zoo • The Nando Peretti Foundation • The Eranda Foundation • The Vandrevala
Foundation • The JMG Foundation • Tides Foundation • Alice Noakes Memorial Charitable
Trust • Rufford Foundation • Marjorie Coote Animal Charity Trust • The Notgrove Trust
Donors
Duncan McLaren • Priya & Cyrus Vandrevala • Sir Evelyn de Rothschild • Dame Vivien
Duffield • Lady Getty • Joachim & Pereshia Berlenbach • Ashwan Khanna • Fiona
McAulay • James Manclark • Aisha and James Caan • Tristan Ramus • Trudy & Graham
Barnet • David and Jayne Alexander • Michael Palin • Princess Esra Jah of Hyderbad •
Robin Birley • Margue Lamkin Littman • Simon Reuben • Charlotte Herber Percy • Lord
Magan of Castletown • Henry Mainwarin • Lady Elizabeth Shakerley • D A & S E Acland •
Christopher Forbes • Bruno Wang • Dita Ryan • Bipin Desai • Debbie Toms • Paul Green
• Lady Annabel Goldsmith • Mr H Mainwaring • Harry Delmany • Henry Wydham • Laurie
and Campbell Norwood • Jeremy Rentschlar • Aline and Alick Hay • Deborah Tonks •
Dermot Desmond • Garreth Wood • Alastair Salvesen • David Pear • David and Jayne
Alexander • Michelle Stewart • Colin Hamilton • Ronald Ferguson • Donald Fothergill •
Alastair Salvesen • Brian Miller • John Simmons • Nic Wood • Jim Stewart • Ray Green •
Tabitha Weir • Matt Purdie • Lesley Knox • Elaine Blakilie • Edinburgh Business School •
Annabel Wates • John Runyard • Tina & Peter Harf
Corporate Sponsors
3D Eye • anCnoc • Animal Friends Insurance • Arty Globe • The Balmoral • Blackrock •
British Midland International • The Boudoir • BT • Camelot • Caorunn • Celtic Football Club
• Chang Beer • D.J Alexander • The Dome • Dovecot Studios • Drug Analyst • Dumfries
House • Easyspace • Edinburgh Airport • Edinburgh Science Triangle • Edinburgh World
Heritage • The Elephant House • Fettes College • Forth One radio • The Great Projects •
Harvey Nichols • Inland Plc • Interbev • Komodo • Like Clockwork • Lovebrand • Monitise
• Nottinghill Housing • Olswang • Patersons • Pentland Land Rover • People’s Postcode
Lottery • Planet Flowers • Pink Elephant Rosé • ProLighting • Rangers Football Club •
RBS Group • Scotschield • Sheraton Grand • Sigma Capital Group Plc • Solange Azagury
Partridge • Swarovski • Tower Productions • Walkers • Wilde Thyme

Thank You
Artists & Designers
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Belinda Robertson • Brora • Diane von Furstenberg • House of Hackney • Judith R
Clarke • Katie Hillier • Lochcarron • Simone Rocha • Wright & Teague • George Butler •
Chris Groombridge • Natasha Mann • Angela Conner • Ben Sanderson • Ruth Green •
Caio Locke • Nilesh Mistry • Johnathan M. Velardi • Jane Morgan • Milo Tchais • Emma
Elizabeth Kemp • Rebecca Campbell • Adam Bridgland • Pablo Smidt • Anna Masters •
Johnny Rocket and Sunny Warrington • Karen Hollis • Georgina Barclay • Roland Corbin
• James Cosgrove • Amy Rhian • Falguni and Shane Peacock • Josephine Rea • Rob
and Nicky Carter • Studio Swine • Rick Ward • Professor Gordon Murray • Geri Halliwell •
Iain Clark • Andrew Archer • Stuart David Fallon • Morag Muir • Omar Castaneda • Marc
Quinn • Scott McCracken • Jack Vettriano • Elisabeth Anderson • Sally Regis • Rebecca
Sutherland • Gemma Cumming • Rosie Brooks • Nilesh Mistry • Soju Tanaka • Caz Haigh
• Sarah Harvey • Lex McFadyen • Peter Newman • Ewan Manson • Emma Semple • A
& A Connell • Rosanne Barr • J Cleaver & E Fogarty • Seif Al Hasani • 3D Eye • Clare
Bassett • Martin Aveling • Cornelia O’Donovan • Antonia Tibble • Maria Ines Aguirre •
Tata Naka • Patrick Hughes • Penelope Patrick • Hannah Griffiths • Solange AzaguryPatridge • Mathew Tucker • Chris Rea • Maggie Williams • Mariana Bassani • Silo Studios
• Rabiya Choudhry • Ben Comley • Cipriano Martinez • Ailsa Lochhead • Henry Kondracki
• Emily Young • Jeff Hoare • Fionna Carlisle • Janet Law • Claire McVinnie • Martin Nelson
• Barbara Pease • Olivia Bliss • Kieran Jones • Emma Bridgewater • Erik de Laurens
• Hartwig Braun • Diana Ralston • Helen Cowcher • Natalie Guy • Eitan Portnoy • The
Spooning Society • Richard Allen • Sabine Romer • David Michie • Samantha Binns • Loz
Atkinson • Jemma Pearson • Susan Forsyth • Leo du Feu • Jo Fraser • Christine Clark •
FAB Community Group
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